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Merry Christmas from Little Brook Farm in Litchfield, CT!
Some of the herd enjoying the early morning sun!
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What is the Cornerstone Morgan Horse, Inc?

The  Cornerstone  Morgan Horse, Inc is a fully accredited AMHA National Service Organization.

We  are  here for the    following reasons:

A. To promote, preserve, and honor the history, image, and progeny of the Foundation Morgan Horse, as
defined at Cornerstonemorganhorse.com with the goal of increasing the breeding, use, showing, and
enjoyment of these unique and special horses.

B. To improve, promote and perpetuate the genetic purity of Foundation Morgan horses.
C. To cooperate with the AMHA Inc. in promoting the Morgan Horse.
D. To provide a united voice and effort in support of the Foundation Morgan Horse.
E. To promote good fellowship and sportsmanship among Cornerstone Morgan members.

Mission  Statement

To promote and encourage the continued genetic purity of Foundation bred Morgan Horse as defined by the
foundation guidelines originally published at cornerstonemorganhorse.com.

Cornerstone has determined the following goals as essential to this mission:
               1. Increase the breeding, use, showing, and enjoyment of these unique and special horses.
               2. Promote all families of Foundation bred Morgans without prejudice nor judgment regarding
color, gait, or  Foundation bloodline, as a celebration of the Foundation Morgans versatility and diversity .
               3. Raise the profile of Foundation bred Morgans within the AMHA and its publications, other
                      horse-related  publications, and in both open and breed competitions.

The Cornerstone Morgan Horse, Inc. will be open to anyone who is interested in breeding, training,
showing, or owning and/ or promoting Foundation bred Morgans. Owners and breeders of horses with a
high percentage of Foundation breeding are also encouraged to join and participate. Cornerstone is so very
grateful to those who have dedicated their lives and resources to the Foundation Morgan Horse.

Good Statement of Purpose

The purpose of The Cornerstone Morgan Horse, Inc is to allow people who breed, own, or are interested in
Morgan horses of Foundation breeding, as defined by the  Cornerstonemorganhorse.com to work together
to promote, preserve, and honor the history, image, and progeny of the Foundation Morgan Horse.
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Western Dressage Championship:
Morgans See Success!

Competition with camaraderie: That’s what
summed up the sixth annual Western Dressage
World Championship Show, held September 27-
30 at the Lazy E Arena in Guthrie, Oklahoma.
There was camaraderie between fellow
exhibitors, amongst the cadre of volunteers who
showed up to make things happen, and most
especially between horses and their riders, the
most important beneficiaries of this sport that
fosters that essential partnership.

Final numbers showed nearly 900 rides, 202
exhibitors and 178 horses, hailing from 32 states
from coast to coast, as well as Canada. Forty
breeds of horses were represented, everything
from stock breeds to gaited horses to POAs and
ponies – and even one mule.

Competitors were vying for 77 world
championships, more than 30 breed high-score
awards and 20 divisional championship belt
buckles. Full results are available here. World
Show judges were Ronald Bartholomew, Donna
Longacre, Fatina Pawlenko Kranz, and Charlotte
Trentelman .

Sara Breyman and WCS Holiday Falon were the
Level 1 Open Divison Champions. And Equinox
Courage Underfire GCH and Kehan Cox were the
Morgan breed's high-score champions!

Thanks to sponsors, the show was live-streamed
for free, allowing a much wider worldwide
audience to tune in and see some of the best
examples of western dressage. Class videos are
archived here.

Additional thanks go to all individuals and
companies who stepped up to sponsor the show
at a variety of levels. Read about them here. It’s
important, too, to recognize the multitude of
volunteers. 2018 marked the first year that a
concerted effort was undertaken to recruit
volunteers and place them in key positions, and
the World Show was much better for it.

The Western Dressage World Show also featured
a full day of rail classes, amazing freestyle
competitions, exhibitor parties and the debut of
therapeutic riding exhibition classes, illustrating
the full benefits of western dressage and the
partnership it can create with a horse. USEF
CEO Bill Moroney was on hand to visit with
competitors and bear witness to the growth of
our discipline.

Approved Meeting Minutes Available

The Members’ Only side of the AMHA website
has been updated with the most recently
approved meeting minutes from the following
meetings:

• Board of Directors Meeting held on Sept. 8,
2018
• Board of Directors Meeting held on Sept. 24,
2018
• Finance Committee Meeting held on Oct. 23,
2018
• Registry Committee Meeting held on Sept. 7,
2018
• Bylaws Committee Meeting held on Sept. 7,
2018

AMHA members must log into their online
accounts at www.morganhorse.com and then
the minutes are viewable at
https://www.morganhorse.com/members/min
utes/

Get Outside this Fall and Ride!

Now is the perfect time of year to get outdoors,
saddle up, and ride your Morgan! And if you
enroll in AMHA's My Morgan and Me program,
you're also eligible for awards, just for spending
time in the saddle!

AMHA recognizes the special bond that exists
between a horse and rider and created this
simple program. Just record the hours spent
with your Morgan, which includes all non-
competitive activity time. We understand the
value of groundwork, grooming, and just
enjoying quality time with your Morgans and
program includes all activities! And please note,
you don't have to own a Morgan to participate!
The points count for the rider, not the horse, so
as long as you are spending time with a
registered Morgan, add up the hours! Lesson
horses count too!

AMHA uses the honor system for this popular
program. Contact AMHA by mail, fax, or email
to tell us when you achieve a new hour
milestone and we’ll update your record. When
you submit this information to us, we would
love for you to include a paragraph or two
about how you achieved these hours with your
Morgan. You can also send us a photo!

An AMHA membership is required and
participants will submit a $25 application fee
when they submit their new hour milestone.

For more information, go to
https://www.morganhorse.com/programs/my
_morgan or call AMHA at (802) 985-4944.

https://www.morganhorse.com/members/minutes/
https://www.morganhorse.com/members/minutes/
https://www.morganhorse.com/members/minutes/
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2018 New Advertising Rates!

Cornerstone News is published four times each year.
The deadline for all member submitted content
(Farm news, classifieds, and Advertisements) for each
Issue are as follows:
Winter (stallion focus) January 5th,
Spring (mare focus) April 1st,
Summer (youth and gelding focus) July 1st,
Fall (foal focus) November 17th

RATES–-Cornerstone Newsletter Advertising– 1 Issue
Full Page Color $60.00 USD
1/2 Page Color $35.00 USD
Full Page B/W $40.00 USD
1/2 Page B/W $30.00 USD
Inside Cover, Back Cover, Color $75.00 USD

SEND EMAIL TO
advertising@cornerstonemorganhorse.com.

http://www.cornerstonemorganhorse.com/

    The fund raising headed by Linda Sewall, with the
offering of shirts and totes with custom art work, which
was donated to Cornerstone, was very successful.

    Two directors, Sue Suber, and Rory McGoff tendered
resignations, and they were accepted by the BOD, with a
thank you for service.  A thank you was given to new
Secretary Skeeter Loncosky, for accepting the position
and continuing the duties, with no advance notice.

    It was determined for Cornerstone to have a calendar
for 2020, with Christina Friedkin Piecuch, and Vice
President Helga Loncosky working to organize and put
it together. Jackie Wistrom asked where the newletter
was now in relation to publishing. It was reported that
the floods down south, and a change in personnel at the
printers, has resulted in holding it back, but it is now on
track again.

    Cornerstone participation at the AMHA Convention
in February came under discussion. A booth was priced
out at a minimum of about $1,000 with sponsorship and
a table. Some Cornerstone members to be there with
their own promotion, were willing to wear Cornerstone
shirts and hats as conversation starters. Cecil Patton was

December 2, 2019 Cornerstone Annual Meeting Report

The annual meeting of the Cornerstone
Morgan Horse Association was called to order
December 2nd, 2018, at 8:07 PM EST, by
presiding president Pam McDermott.

The first discussion was to change the
meetings from an annual to a quarterly for the
group, beginning March 3rd, 2019. All approved.
Presently we are using Yahoo for the
organization, and it was suggested using  Survey
Monkey instead. A treasurer's report from Megan
Vogel  showed a balance of $7,700. Dues and
advertisements were coming in, and bills will
include the printing of the newsletter.

    Correspondence from the Livestock
Conservancy said they are going to offer stored
semen for the rare and endangered horses, to
include traditional Morgans. It was reported that
the Amish now have Cornerstone on their radar,
and some do now prefer going back to the "old
time" Morgan horses, who hold up better for the
road and harness work. Many Amish are also
keeping up registration papers and transfers on
them now.

Cont. On page 12
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PASSION OF THE BREEDERS - PART 2
By Pam McDermott

As breeders we are all individual in our goals as we
keep in the forefront the Morgan we want to
perpetuate for the future, with strong Morgan lines
and attributes. We have lost some incredible
genetics but we still have valuable family lines to
focus on for our individual programs. But that's not
all. Morgans have many fine attributes. We know
how they love their people and have fine
dispositions. As well the are functional in differing
venues of work, competition and pleasure; built
form to function. But we can also focus on an old
original Morgan trait that is not demanded so much
anymore. It is a fine trait for many who work their
horses on the farm or ranch. It is the trait of patience
and calm.

Rory McGoff, of Primus Morgans, tells how he
decided to become a breeder and what his goals are.
He and his young family work a farm in Michigan.
This is his story. “Growing up, my dad bred
Standardbred race horses until I was ten. We kept
some pleasure horses, mostly Quarter Horses but
also one Morgan mare. I really liked her. She was
eventually sold because all the QH had to trot to
keep up with her walk. But that mare was so
respectful, had good sense and lots of energy. Five
to seven years ago, when I was about to get married,
I got Morgans again. First, I looked locally and in
the wrong places. What I saw didn't compare to
Misty. Then I found John Hutcheson and visited
him. That was my first introduction to foundation
Morgans. Also, I learned from Niven Owings at
Spring Lake Farm in Florida. I went to the
Cornerstone website to learn more.

I was looking for good bone and that great Morgan
chest. Family lines weren't on my radar yet. I visited
some Lippitt farms. My goal was to find a quiet
horse that would stand. It had to look like a
Morgan.” Rory trains his Morgans to be ridden but
also to do light farm chores under harness. He has
small children who are taking an active role with his
family of Morgans. Rory goes on to say; '”Culling
needs to be part of my program. Maybe 1 out of 6
can be patient and strong enough to pull a farm load
and not break gait. Jazz is the good farm mare. She
can pull and hold to a walk. She will stand quietly

until asked to move off. Jazz is by Serena Vermont
Jazz and from a mare, sister to Hutch's stallion,
Brio. I like Knox Morgan a lot. He produced
daughters who went on to cross with Jubilee King
and Flyhawk. I have been fortunate to get the start
I've gotten. Niven Owings was one of the first to sit
me down and help me. I was able to get two mares
of Sue Suber's; Bridlesweet Duffy and Stella
Fallingstar. They were originally from Mythos
Morgans. Don Bahr swapped me a mare that he
thought I'd like; Flirt Blackbird GD. Dan Bailey
sold me Bucksnort's Dusky Rosebud. Rosebud is
tall and quiet. She came with a foal!

Right now, all the mares are between 13 and 17
years old. We are breeding for the future of the
farm, keeping fillies and evaluating colts. We were
fortunate to also get Spring Lake Paladin from
Niven Owings. Pal was injured as a four year old so
he couldn't be shown. He is very ridable though and
also very low key.” Farm people like short-backed
horses. They need to be strong in their
conformation. Again, that's form-to- function for the
work at hand. To have a quiet temperament is a
must as well. These necessary attributes can be
found in the foundation Morgan. Rory is breeding
for these true Morgan qualities as he uses hishorses
on the farm. And, did you notice how other breeders
have mentored Rory? Working together for the good
of the Morgan breed!

Rory & Katie McGoff with Gab Creek Gay Jazz
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PASSION OF THE BREEDERS, Cont.

When it comes to Cindy Kells, her passion is easy to
identify. She loves her Morgans and she loves to
witness people embracing the breed. She feels great
affection for the people she's met over the years. To
go to driving events and get to see the get and
grand-get of her beloved Spring Hills KCL being
successful makes her very happy. She definitely has
the passion for the lifestyle she and hubby, Leon,
have with their Morgans. They have developed
Flower Valley Morgans in Minnesota.

Where did this all begin? Cindy grew up with a love
for horses. She had a Shetland pony by age 5 or
6,and continued on from there. Her husband, Leon,
did not grow up with horses but turned out to be a
natural. After 36 years of marriage, they have many
Morgan stories under their belts. As they are nearing
retirement they can reflect on much happiness they
have attained in the company of their Morgans and
all of the wonderful folks they have met because of
those Morgans.

To begin with, Cindy was introduced to the breed
by Jackie Millet Sweeney of Hylee Farms. While
attending a local all-breed stallion service auction in
1982, Jackie offered the service of a black Morgan
stallion. Cindy and Leon thought he was the most
gorgeous horse they had ever seen. Jackie was
willing to breed Cindy's grade mare and the
arrangements were made. The resulting colt
definitely had the Morgan type and disposition. That
was their turning point, the decision to breed
Morgans.

They were just starting their family and knew the
importance of having a breed that was safe around
their children. Showing horses was not on their
radar, but in trail-riding, driving, and being in
parades. The criteria, set in stone, was “raising foals
that would be good, all-around family horses – easy
to train, quiet and sensible on the trail or driving,” to
quote Cindy.

In 1984, a couple of mares were purchased and
produced some nice foals from outside stallions, but
they weren't yet exactly what Cindy had in mind.
Three years later, Pittridge Shonda ( Hi Society
Whiz Kid X Mindakee) arrived. She produced

twelve foals for the Kells and lived out her life at
their Flower Valley Morgan Farm until her death at
the age of 35. Probably her best known foal is Kells
In Kirby's Honor, who was owned by Suzanne and
Jim Avery of Kansas Bluestem Morgans.

Mares didn't just come and go as a rule, but came
and remained, as Cindy knows Morgan
conformation, understands bloodlines and knows
what she wants in a horse. Coal Creek Onyx and her
daughter, Coal Creek Justice, came from the Coal
Creek Dispersal and produced well for them. Onyx's
filly by Caduceus Casanova, Kells Moonlight
Serenade, along with Onyx, Coal Creek Justice and
Pittridge Shonda made up the foundation of their
breeding program. A number of home-raised mares
also produced for the Kells before going on to new
homes.

Cindy and Leon weren't planning on owning a
stallion. In 1989, they were visiting Spring Hills
Farm in Waseca, MN and were 'thunderstruck' by
the sight of Spring Hills KCL, a two year old black
colt. In a line-up of tied colts, he was just as
beautiful as the rest, but very quiet. KC became
their Christmas present to themselves that year! His
bloodlines truly represented what he became, being
by Kennebec Count and from Nicolette. He caused
the Kells to look into sport breeding' on top of the
prerequisites of being family-friendly versatile
horses.

KC is now 30 and retired. He has produced over 100
foals, mostly being purebred Morgans. One son has
remained at Flower Valley Farm to carry on, Kells
Above R Xpectations (Spring Hills KCL X Kells
Moonlight Serenade). This fine stallion, Jake, has
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This kind and gentle stallion takes after his sire Petanio ArrPride
When passing on temperament, size and talent. His first two foals
On the ground are both filly's and like his sire he too has passed
On all of these great sport horse traits. His dam, DM Regency
Reeses Peace who is out of the famous Windhover Regency,
Passed on her floaty (Flyhawk) trot, fearless mind and willing
Attitude, traits that he too passes onto
His get. If you are looking for the
Perfect sport horse, with size,
Temperament and talent then choose
This stallion for your 2019 breeding.
The homozygous black is just a bonus.
$650 per frozen dose, regularly $850.
Buy now and I will store for you for as
Long as you need "for free". Special
Runs from now until 12/31/18

FOR SALE: FLASHY REGISTERED MORGAN SPORT HORSE
(LMH Pride and Peace x Triagn High Tide)

This dark bay filly (born June 19, 2017) has just enough attitude to be anything you
Want her to be. She loves to run and play, and jumping is second nature to her. She
Has excellent confirmation, very typey, and is going to be a big girl, guessing 15'316
Hh. She has a motor but like her sire has a laid back temperament. Not afraid of much,
Adventurous and I think will be a really fun mount. This is my stallions 2nd filly, and
Since I am retaining his first as my personal riding horse I must give this one up. I will
Be very particular where she goes and prefer a
Sport home for this special girl, but a forever
Home is preferred over all else. She is high %
Foundation as well as grand championships in
Her pedigree. I will wait to register her if
Someone purchases before she is 6 mos old so
You can name her, otherwise I will register her
With a name we have picked out. Video
Available. Serious inquires Only

AT STUD:
 LMH Pride and Peace

           (Petanio Arr Pride
 X

       DM Regencys Reeses Peace)
BREEDING SPECIAL OFFERED!

Contact Jami Sacks, Spartanburg, SC 8648386608 or canaanfarms@aol.com

Canaan Farm Morgans

Fall 2018, Page 8
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PASSION  OF THE BREEDERS, cont.

been used for some line-breeding to keep those good
genetics going.

Some outside stallions have been used and the
stallion, RC Black Tie Affair, was purchased in a
conscious plan for their breeding program. He, 'Tie',
has since passed but several of his daughters are in
the Kells' mare band today.

Cindy didn't voice having any particular mentors but
has learned something from every Morgan breeder
that they have spent time with. Likewise, she hasn't
concentrated on any single bloodline but has
admiration for the Archie O, Mansfield, Flyhawk,
Red Correll, Merry Knox lines, and a dab of Lippitt.

She has found her type with KC and he is her
template. Brains, type, brawn, superior disposition,
athletic ability, along with an attractive head and
small ears are her trademark, plus the color black!

Although most of the Kell's Morgans are trained at
home, they do have a longtime friend who has begun
training their driving horses. Steve Wood, of Wild
Wood Sleigh and Carriage, trains horses to drive for
his living. His personal driving teams are made up of
Morgans by Kells stallions or purchased from Cindy
and Leon. How’s that for a recommendation?

Who owns a Kell's Morgan? Family pleasure riders,
combined driving eventers, pony clubbers are but a
few. Nothing like attending a driving event and
seeing your equine children competing and doing so
successfully. Being close to retirement, Cindy and
Leon have cut down on their horse population and
breeding plans. That is not easy when there is still a
waiting list for their stock! They plan to raise one to
two foals a year. The plan is to save KC's line
through line-breeding. Also, they are happy to have a
young couple in IOWA who is continuing their line.
The deep passion for the Morgan breed runs deep in
Cindy and others can feel it. It is contagious!

Grapevine Morgan breeder, Ellen Quertermous' story
comes next. Ellen tells it with great clarity of
purpose. She comes from a family of trainers, mostly
women, and grew up in a world of Saddlebreds but
rode many breeds. On Ellen's twelfth birthday, her
grandmother found her a Morgan, King Misty
(byCinnamon King). He was a seven year old

gelding, and was everything a Morgan should be.

Horse and girl held a partnership until Misty died at
age twenty. Ellen and King Misty were involved in
eventing, barrel racing, dressage, jumping, trail
riding, and pleasure classes under hunter, Western,
and saddle seat tack; just about anything imaginable,
working mostly on their own.

After 1982, Ellen had no horses for a period until
1988. At that time she had an Arabian mare and a
little mare for giving lessons. That mare stayed with
her and is alive today. The Arabian mare, Egyptian-
bred, was bred to the last son of Mr. Breezy Cobra,
for that stallion's last foal. The Morab mare was a
wonderful partner. They had mentors that sent them
competing skillfully in many directions. Ed
Rothkranz was a renowned dressage teacher. Thomas
Ritter trained Lippizans. There was a memorable
Centered Riding clinic with Wendy Murdoch.

Ellen has subscribed to the Morgan Horse magazine
since the late 60s. It was a great resource for training
her eye to recognize the various families of Morgans.
She has many wonderful memories of her
participation in the Morgan world. One was watching
Beamington win in 1972. UVM Highlight caught
Ellen's eye while visiting the University of Vermont.
Morgans stood out as to how a horse should look and
behave, even though Arabians, Saddlebreds, and
Quarter Horses were a large part of her childhood.

“Mary Jean Vasiloff's Morgans were the epitome of
the Morgan,” opines Ellen. After all her experiences
in the horse world and the diversity of her mentors,
that was and remains her conclusion. Time goes by
and Ellen is raising a family. One day her youngest
son gave her the reason she needed to start breeding.
He said, “Just get one!.” She did. In 2001, Ellen
bought the 7 month old colt, MVR Midnight Prophet
(Ragtime Chinga King X MVR Buttercup).

At that point, Ellen didn't have what she calls a
'coherent breeding program' and verifies that it is a
common mistake. Then came the mare, Caduceus
Antigone, who became a valuable babysitter to foals
after herself proving to not being breeding sound.
She also bought H VEE Hawk's Independence, a
yearling filly by Coal Creek Flyhawk. These mares
were selected because they bore some of the breeding
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of King Misty, who started it all so long ago.

In 2003 came Ellen's first Vasiloff mare,
Whippoorwill Obsidian (Whippoorwill Courser X
Whippoorwill Royale). A year later Gold Cross
Raven joined the herd, with Longstreet Arragon in
utero. He was to become the Grapevine herd sire.
Along with Raven, Ellen acquired Longstreet Allegra
(Green Bay Ragtime X Whippoorwill Aemilia), with
filly Longstreet Adriana at side. Coal Creek Licorice
and her two fillies arrived at Grapevine Morgans
from Sherry Siebanaler in Vermont. Ellen had gained
a breeding focus! Ina Ish was her mentor. Many of
the Grapevine horses are offspring of Ina’s and Mary
Jean Vasiloff”s collaborative breeding efforts. At that
time, a commitment was also made to breed 100%
Foundation Morgans.

In 2005 , Longstreet Arragon (Universal Moment X
Gold Cross Raven)was foaled on the farm. Ellen
states that she pinned her hopes on that fine colt. That
same year, Coal Creek Licorice was bred to Sequoia
Red Zinfandel and Longstreet Allegra was bred to
Whippoorwill Aristocrat. In 2006, they produced
Grapevine Grace Note, and Grapevine Allie Cat,
respectively. That same year, Frisco Creek Sarita
arrived from Dr. Ellen Foster. Those fillies and
Arragon remain the nucleus of the Grapevine
breeding program.

There was a clear breeding focus of Coal Creek,
Caduceus and Whippoorwill. She sought the old
California lines, old Brunk and Whippoorwill, with
Flyhawk and Jubilee King being the focus. Ellen had
several lovely mares and a good stallion. Then the
bottom fell out of the U.S. economy. There was no
market. She had all her pieces in place to move
forward and had to stop. During this time period,
Luminescent Leah, half-sister to Coal Creek Licorice,
and Whippoorwill Shahar aged out to breed. Shahar
continued to be a wonderful lesson horse until her
death at age 27.

It took until 2012 to start breeding again. She wisely
decided that if she was going to start over, she needed
to focus first. She needed a plan. It was difficult to
cull and disperse those outside her plan but quite
needful. Some older mares didn't take after repeated
breedings. She used a successful commercial product,
Settle, hat helped in some cases. One colt was

castrated because he just wasn't happy as a stallion.
There was a mare who wasn’t happy being a mother.
Sometimes we must make decisions for the well-
being of the horse. Life goes on.

At present, Ellen has five core mares, Grapevine
Grace Note (Sequoia Red Zinfandel X Coal Creek
Licorice), Grapevine Allie Cat (Whipporwill
Aristocrat x Longstreet Allegra), Frisco Creek Sarita
(Whippoorwill Vermont X Longstreet Octavia),
Whippoorwill Aliya (Whippoorwill Newmoon X
Juzanella), and Whippoorwill Lady Celeste
(Whippoorwill Celestial X Universal Prairie Lady).
Mojave Rose (Cassanova’s Cashon x Springtown
Cicely), though advancing in years, also remains in
hopes of preserving her lovely Brunk breeding. The
plan is to have 2 foals a year for the next ten years.

That is another learned skill that we could all benefit
by. A saying that Ellen learned from her mother is
“Function in disaster, but finish in style.” It is crucial
to establish a well-thought exit plan for when we
become elderly. We don't want to have too many
youngsters and overall numbers to be responsible for
in our elder years.

Grapevine Grace Note and Mojave Rose
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So, Ellen has a plan. Good marketing is crucial. Not
breeding too many mares at once is vital. Plan
carefully. Keep conscious of the current market.
Study, study, study. For Ellen, in planning for a
weanling market, the plan is to prepare each foal well
to go out into the world.

They need to be well-haltered, to know to step away
from pressure and respect our space. They trust in the
handler and accept equipment on and around them.
They can go on trail walks and be steady. There
needs to be a two-way communication process;
receptive and expressive. As their partner, we need to
give them a voice. Morgans benefit by negotiation
rather than force. The amateur owner is the market;
fulfilling their childhood dreams. Have your Morgan
ready for that! Sage advice from Ellen!

You want to see passion for the Morgan? Talk with
Cheryl Yelle, of Hillrose Morgans. She exudes it!
Like everyone else in Cornerstone MHI, Cheryl has
her unique place in serving the breed. Where did her
farm name come from? Read on!

When Cheryl was twelve she saw her first Morgan.
She worked on her mom for quite a while to be able
to take lessons and learn to ride, the best way to be
around horses. Her mom finally relented but said
Cheryl had to pay for half of each lesson. At her age
that took some creativity. It helped that she could
deliver papers for her brother at times but could still
only take lessons for about a year and a half.

Cheryl and her friends loved to visit Tanglewood
Stables, where they learned to ride. Allen's Mohawk
Chief lived there. She had the perfect setting there to
send her forward in her lifelong love of the Morgan
breed. From then until age 30, it was an occasional
trail ride that kept Cheryl going as she raised her
young children. At that time the local stable had
riding available but she wanted her own horse. The
lesson horses were mostly Thoroughbreds and she
didn't want that type; a hunter jumper . She needed a
safe steady trail horse because that's all that there was
time for and she couldn't take the chance of getting
hurt. So she started shopping. She looked at all
breeds of horses but decided what she wanted was
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willing to man a booth for the Thursday through
Saturday event if some additional help was available.
Maja Medlen is considering coming and could help.
She was checking with others who planned to attend
for rooming shares, Joyce Napotnik and Lucy Ray.

    Interesting suggestions for a booth, or promotional
materials at private farm displays, included a privacy
box where people could submit their Morgan's names
to be evaluated for percentages of foundation
breeding. A Raffle was suggested for a "Justin
Morgan Had A Horse" DVD prize. Offering a chart
to show how to figure percentages was also
suggested. Helga said she could do a slide show, and
Cecil said he has a laptop to run it on at a table or
booth.

    Clarence P. White questioned new member
numbers. To date there were three from California,
and five from Minnesota. A report from the Mother
Earth News Fair indicated no new members directly
from that, but also did not directly cost Cornerstone
anything out of pocket. It generated new awareness
of Morgans, while serving as an educational tool.

    Brandi Gean reported she made an application for
Equifest in the Midwest. She plans to run a booth
with and for Cornerstone, using a "Traditional" rather
than just "Foundation" model, to make it more
inclusive for other clubs, like  the Lippits. A possible
event in Maine, Agricultural in nature, was suggested
as a potential venue. Members there will be sought to
organize and run the promotion. Janine Hawkins was
suggested for the possible role.

    The Stallion Directory for Cornerstone will be
published every other year to coincide with the
AMHA convention and Stallion Issue of The Morgan
Horse Magazine. A Cornerstone group advertisement
of member stallions was also discussed, to be placed
in the issue the year of the AMHA Convention.
Clarence wondered about member's stallions being
included in the stallion auction. Due to expense, it
was suggested stallion owners pursue You-Tube and
Face Book applications. Pam asked if  Morgan
people would keep clips or videos of Morgans every
week and post on a You-Tube public page on a
timeline,  which could pop up on feeds for
Cornerstone.

    There was some discussion concerning a
Morgan stallion, owned by Amish in Indiana, who
is foundation with Lippitt, Flyhawk and Funquest
lines. The horse is reported to be very typey, sweet
natured and is being bred extensively. Efforts will
be made to find out the name of the stallion and
owner.

    Christina sent a Cornerstone DVD loop, which
is about 4 years old. She would like an updated one
showing members and a variety of ways they use
their traditional Morgans for the loop to be used at
the Kentucky event.

    Cecil will be representing Cornerstone at the
Mother Earth News Fair in February. Megan will
send him promotional material to use. In other
promotion discussion, Linda would like us to sell
shirts with the four different disciplines to match
the hats for another fund raiser. The newsletter
advertisements do not cover all the cost of
publication. The disciplines include a saddle seat
Morgan, a driving Morgan, a western Morgan and
a hunt seat Morgan. Consensus was to go ahead
with an already popular project.

    Clarence will send a link to chat for Cornerstone
members, to read about a man who rode a Morgan
from Canada to Guatemala. The application is in
requesting an AMHA grant to do promotions. Last
year we received none, but did have grants the two
previous years. It was decided that if we received
one it would go towards one or more of several
under consideration. Included are The Midwest
Horse Fair, Equifest, and Old Threshers Reunion.

    Maja asked if Cornerstone would be doing a
"Make Mine Morgan" trail ride this year. If so she
suggested it be determined when and where and
get it announced as soon as possible. Money raised
from a previous one went to  Morgan Safenet.

    The meeting was adjourned at 9:42 EST.
Attending were Pam McDermott, Helga Loncosky,
Megan Vogel, Skeeter Loncosky, Christina
Friedkin Piecuch, Linda Sewall, Sharon Amick
(BOD) and members Cecil Patton, Taylor Vogel,
Brandie Gean, Clarance P. White, and Jackie
Wistrom, Maja Medlen, members at large.

December 2, 2019 Cornerstone Annual Meeting Report Cont.
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Passion Of The Breeders Cont.

what she grew up learning to ride on, a Traditional
Morgan.

I had been looking for a Morgan mare for a year.
There was a Morgan mare at that same barn that the
owner had to give up. She had not been out to see her
for several years and had gotten behind on her board.
Cheryl leased her for a year and then bought her for
back board due. Her name was Hillrose and she was
17 years old. Hillrose Morgan Farm was born!

Hillrose turned out to have wonderful old Morgan
lines and typical Morgan disposition and beauty. To
perpetuate Hillrose, Cheryl sought to raise offspring.
Finally, at age 23, the mare foaled . This beautiful
daughter was the start of a breeding program that is
going strong today.

Cheryl researched the lines that made Hillrose who
she was and dedicated her program to preserving and
perpetuating them. She sought the lines that all turned
out to be from new York State. From the lines behind
Hillrose, Lippitt Field Marshall, in particular, was not
being bred on but lived to almost 40. He was athletic,
family-oriented and was ridden. He was known to be
a self-motivated jumper of great ability as well!
Typical Morgan!

As Cheryl searched , she sought lineage but also
sought out the best in conformation, disposition and
type. Along the way she has learned much from
mentors, mainly Donald Tobey in VT. Mary Arnold,
Mary Jean Vasiloff, Lynne Shpak, Don Bahr and
Jeannie Mellin Herrick were great influences.

When asked about her specific goal in preservation,
freezing and storing semen came up. That is indeed a
passion that will become contagious amongst many
Cornerstone breeders if Cheryl has her say. We spoke
of a lack of natural horsemen in the country today
and yet a need to sell foals to remain breeders. What
to do? Lifestyles have changed. Many breeders are in
their 60's and 70's with little hope of the next
generation helping them continue. So, if semen can
be stored, as well as embryos when affordable, we
will have a means to keep going.

Please applaud these dedicated breeders. They don't
breed for the market but for the Morgan's place in our
future. Please watch for more interviews to come
because Cornerstone Morgan Horse, Inc., is where
we stand united as passionate breeders of the
traditional, foundation Morgan and there are many of
us.

White Pine Riverstone is the nicest two year old
gelding I have ever seen.  He is calm and mellow.
As far as size, he is likely to wind up  being an
easy to mount 14.1 or 14.2.  He is out of
Whippoorwill Lady Jubilee and by Easthill
Legacy so he has quite the concentration of
Jubilee King.  I can easily see him as an older
lady's dependable mount or even as that once in a
lifetime child's mount after he has had some miles
put on him.  He is just a sweet horse.  He loves
people and has the standard skills such as leading,
loading, trimming, etc.  $2,500

White Pine Tirian is a 2018 colt.  He is out of
Foxtail's MIsstinda by Easthill Legacy.  He is gaited
so someone is going to have a nice smooth ride.  He is
very bold and will make a fantastic trail horse.  Not
much rattles this nice colt.  He likes people and loves
to be fussed over.  He leads, loads, and trims. I would
guess that he is going to be around  14.2-14.3 at
maturity.  $2,000.

Judy and Dave Atchison ja@whitepinemorgans.com
(208)245-9043    3447 Little Carpenter Creek Rd
Fernwood ID 83830

                  FOR SALE

Hillrose Beaudacious Jigg

(Equinox Beabrook X LL Jiggs Miss Daisy)

mailto:ja@whitepinemorgans.com
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Nora Knight - Vintage Morgans
I am happy to see Fall arrive!  We live in an area
that frequently experiences wildland fires.  Two
years ago, the evacuation area came within 5 miles
of our place and the wind-whipped fire jumped
across the Spokane River.  At that time, I made
arrangements with some neighbors to use their
place as a drop off point if we had to evacuate.
This August, that evacuation plan was put into
action.  During a spell of unusually hot weather, we
had two fires close to us.  The first one was quickly
controlled and I hauled one load of horses out but
didn't have to move others.  Two days later, a
different fire, driven by high winds, put us back in
the "Get Out NOW" evacuation area.  Friends
contacted me and said they were on the way.  With
the two additional trailers they brought, we could
haul the horses out in one trip.  We have 11 horses
here, including a mare and foal and a stallion.  The
horses were evacuated for 10 days.  We stayed at
the house with the pets but were packed and ready
to leave quickly, if necessary.  We saw flames over
a ridge to the west of us but the closest the fire got
was about five miles away.  As you can imagine,
the smoke was terrible.  The response from the
community and the firefighters was amazing and
encouraging to watch.  We are very thankful to the
many neighbors who helped us and offered to help
us.  I am thankful that the horses loaded calmly into
strange trailers and were well behaved when left in
a new environment.  I learned that while I had
enough halters, I didn't have enough good lead
ropes for all the horses.

My heart goes out to others in the group that have
been impacted by wildfires, hurricanes, and
summer storms.  I encourage everyone to have an
evacuation plan.  Make sure you have halters and
lead ropes!  Spend time thinking about how you
will evacuate and where you will go.  Having a
plan really helps if the time ever comes that you
need to use it.

The photo shows some of the horses at the
evacuation site.  They thought they were at summer
camp.  Abby Knight went with me to check on the
horses and put fly spray on them.  Obviously, they
aren't hard to catch!  All the horses are 100% or
HPF.

September was much cooler and I was able to get
out and do some trail riding.  It has also been fun to
watch our 2018 filly grow and learn.  Life is good!

FARM NEWS

Jenny Blanchett-Morse, Mountain Maple Morgans

2018 has NOT been the year of the horse at Mountain
Maple Morgans for various family reasons.  My father
died of cancer in May and my husband Aaron gave up
his battle with MS in August.  Bertie (Mtn Maple
Lambert = Cimarron of Quietude x Mtn Maple
Charm) age 2, broke her left front coffin bone in April
and spent all summer in solitary confinement in a 12 x
12 pen. I think she was sooo sick of being cooped up
she decided to audition for the Spanish Riding School
because her caprioles were spectacular.  She got the
x-ray Oct 11 showing it had healed fine and has really
been enjoying the chance to stretch her legs and run a
bit..

On the brighter side, My son got married in April and
I got several weeks of visiting with my daughter from
Alaska and her children, age 1 and 2 yrs.  Oldest horse
for the youngest rider:  photo shows granddaughter
Ouray (19 months) on Mtn Maple Charm (15 years).
She made very good progress considering she was
afraid to touch the horse at first.  Yes, we did fix the
helmet so she didn't have to hold it up out of her eyes.
Sad to say the grandkids spent more time riding the
4-wheeler to the pasture and back than riding a horse.
We did also manage to hitch up the carriage once
while they were here.

                                                         Cont. Next page
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FARM NEWS Cont.
Also on the bright side, Ace had his busiest breeding
season ever for home.  (It was wonderful to see his
2018 babies at Okan Morgans.  Congrats to the Curtis
family on all your Carriage and show
accomplishments this year!)  This spring a lady
ordered a made from the kit foal of Randallane Oasis x
Mtn Maple Charm for 2019.  Charm was confirmed in
foal last week on x-ray day.  Plus 3 outside mares
came for breeding in September.  Mtn Maple Holiday
Lily came back from her new home in Idaho and
brought her Arabian pasture-mate too.  The other mare
was a Morgan x walker cross.  Hope neveryone
survived the hurricanes alright.

Jenny Blanchett-Morse, Photo by (mom) Nicki Kurtz .

        Pam McDermott, Dawnwind Morgans

Suddenly one day we decided that having just one
stallion at this point would be rather peaceful so we
have decided to castrate Dawn Winds Captain
America (Triple S Trigger X Triple S Berry Knox).
He is a sweet fellow and very nimble and will make a
fun partner. He will be for sale. Spring of 2019 he will
be turning 5 and is ready for saddle training. That
would put us down to 7 Morgans which is about right
for us.

Our 'surprise' filly is turning into a awesome member
of the barnyard. She is sweet and steady like her dam,
Dawn Winds Valiant Mae, and gets along with all
small creatures. My daughter keeps telling me that she
needs to stay in case we ever start breeding again. Her
name is Dawn Winds Bravethestorm and is 100% F.

We don't imprint anymore so when this filly was five
months old we brought her and Mom in to the barn.
Our daughter spent 3 times of about 20 minutes each
over 2 weeks with Stormy and she is now a halter-
trained and gentle filly. No fear, no stress. Then we
needed to get her so our trimmer could rasp her feet
on each visit. In the stall, I just scratched her shoulder,
ran a hand down her leg and she offered her foot. All
four were easy. Katherine easily rasped them the next
day. Is that a Morgan temperament or what!

Recently we spoke with Bill Logsdon and his Morgan
partner, Alvin Mast. They had good foal crops this
year. Blackhats Royal Prince stayed very busy as did

their WAR Jedero sons. They are looking forward to
their 2019 foals. When attending the big sales of the
Amish, Bill notices next to no foundation Morgan
mares anymore. They are sought after and command
good prices. It seems that the Morgans of traditional
lines stay sound in mind and body and are well-
respected.

This coming year, FINALLY, we plan to collect and
store frozen semen from our Dawn Winds Creedance
(Braveheart of Times Past X Dawn Winds Valiant
Mae). He has been languishing and everyone who sees
him decides Morgans are cool. No Morgan people
breed to him because he has only had live cover to this
point. Thankfully he is still young. He has a daughter,
who is winning in the 4-H world with her young
owner, and a son, who is over 15 hands as a 2 year
old. That's it. Everyone, have a safe winter! Its getting
colder every winter it seems. Stay warm!
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Old Growth Oak has for your consideration

OGO Triple S Fire Cat

(Triple S Black Cat x Triple S
Fire Belle) - out of Circle H
Nopalita), a beautifully put
together athletic colt of the
Triple S / Circle H breeding

program.

Fire Cat is for sale and would
be best suited for

Dressage/Eventing/Working
Performance/Working Reining

Cow Horse.

Triple S Black Cat

Photo credit Nathan Painter

Triple S Fire Belle

OGO Triple S Fire Cat

Photo credit Mary HazelWood
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Contact Wendy
Owner, Morgan Horse Breeder

Email: wendy@ogomorganhorses.com
Tel: 831-801-1106

SOLD!
Congratulations Mary Hazelwood for the

acquisition of OGO Richwood Morgan

4 crosses to Mr Carters Stallion- Farceur
Morgan-bred by W T Carter ( the male tail
of the RichWood breeding program)

2 crosses to Ramona Brave-bred by EW
Roberts ( Also always in the RichWood
breeding program)

1 cross to Braves Faith Bred-by Ethyl C.
Stephenson. ( often times in the RichWood
breeding program)

OGO Richwood Morgan

(HotCreek American Flyer x Kennebec Precious)

A beautiful branch of Waer breeding of Frank and Frieda Wear through HotCreek Cavalier
bred by Barabra Hill.

A branch of Triple S through Triple S Win Spar bred by Bob and Jan Painter.

And a branch of the Circle H breeding program through Circle H Nopalita bred by the
Hunewells.

Had this foal been a filly no amount of money offered would have pried her from my
fingers. Maybe next time..........
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FARM NEWS Cont.

Wendy LeGate, Old Oak Growth Morgans

Greetings and Salutations fellow Cornerstone
Members, Its been a very busy year this year for
Old Growth Oak  Morgans. The following mares
were purchased 2018. Qualified 100 %
Foundation -Triple S Fire Belle ( Triple S Fire
Wind x Circle H Nopalita) purchased from Nathan
Painter in foal to Qualified 100 %  Foundation -
Triple S Black Cat. Qualified 100 %  Foundation -
Sqeeky Clean ( Vining Lamar x My Little Mary
May) purchased from Ellen Short. Qualified 100 %
Foundation -NRH Shy Lil Butterfly ( NVS Tesoro
x Sweet Iron Anisette ) purchased from Diane
Knight New Hope Ranch. Qualified High
Percentage Foundation - OGO Waers A Gold
Nugget ( Name Pending) purchased from Diane
Knight of New Hope Ranch. Qualified 100 %
Foundation -DM Berlyn ( Dahlonga Dillion x Two
R Flashy Kate) purchased of Craigs list. Qualified
100 %  Foundation -Eaglerest Hanta Yo (
Primavera Valdez x Talstars Gypsydancer)
purchased off Craigs list.

Leased Morgan Mare for 2018 and 2019 foals.
Qualified 100 %  Foundation -Kennebec Precious (
Farceurs Falcon Morgan x Triple S Win Spar)
Leased from Richard Capron bred to Barbara Hills
Qualified 100% Foundation- Hot Creek American
Flyer for a 2018 foal.

Old Growth Oak Foals born in 2018

Dark Chestnut Colt OGO Triple S Fire Cat ( Triple
S Fire Belle x Triple S Black Cat) SALE
PENDING. Black Colt OGO RichWood Morgan (
Kennebec Precious x HotCreek American Flyer)
SOLD to Richwood Morgans.

Old Growth Oak Foals expected 2019

Qualified 100 %  Foundation- Kennebec Precious
confirmed in foal to Qualified 100 %  Foundation -
OGO Higuera Rio Bravo due June 6th .Qualified
100 %  Foundation -Triple S Fire Belle confirmed
in foal to Qualified 100 %  Foundation- OGO
Higuera Rio Bravo due June 16th. Qualified 100 %
Foundation - OGO Farceurs Tessa confirmed in
foal to Qualified 100 %  Foundation - OGO

Higuera Rio Bravo due July 3rd.  Qualified 100 %
Foundation- NHR Shy Lil Butterfly exposed but not
yet confirmed to Qualified 100 %  Foundation-
Higuera Rio Bravo. Qualified High Percentage
Foundation - OGO Waers A Gold Nugget HPF,
(name pending) exposed but not yet confirmed to
qualified 100% Foundation- Higuera Rio Bravo

Thank you  Nathan Painter, I so wanted to infuse
more Circle H blood into the Morgan horses I love so
much. It seemed no matter what I did I could not
acquire the mare I wanted, your generosity gave me
the opportunity to at least try to accomplish what I
had hoped. Triple S Fire Belle is an aged mare but
nonetheless did not disappoint and confirmed in foal
to  my Circle H Merlita son. As always I hope for a
filly but in this case it wont matter as Filly or Colt
there is a future plan.

Huge thanks to Diane Knight, holy macaroni she is
one that KNOWS my struggle to get fillies  as where
she hardly EVER gets colts. Thank you SO MUCH
Diane for hosting OGO Higuera Rio Bravo and
breeding mares to him in hopes of getting a filly for
ME!!!! Thank you for allowing me to purchase two
of your lovely mares as well.  Your encouragement,
support and help in trying to ensure the bloodlines
and Morgan horses I love so much continue on, this
has been more valuable to me than you will ever
know. Friends 20 years........ we will get you that
Buckskin colt in the pedigree package you want yet.
Hopefully before we need wheelchairs.

For those that are interested, Diane, did breed and
confirm in foal a couple of her beauties to Sue
Olson's Dun stallion Blaze  as well as quite a few
mares to OGO Higuera Rio Bravo and will have foal
stock for sale next year. Her farm name is New Hope
Ranch for inquires 916 367-1190 she has a busy life
leave a message she will call or text you back.

Thanks a million to Richard Capron for the kind
extension of the lease of Kennebec Precious, such a
nice mare and  a grand daughter of Circle H Nopalita
with the RichWood blood I had so little sucess in
purchasing a few years ago. So grateful I get this
chance to cross these two beautiful Morgan horses
due to your gracious sharing.
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FARM NEWS Cont.

Ellen Short,  you made another dream of mine come
true. A Vining Lamar daughter. She is such a beauty.
You restored her  mind body and soul back to health
in such a extraordinary way. Her future will continue
on a wonderful path due to your kindness. I am so
pleased to have her I cant wait to see what she
produces down the road. You are a very kind and
generous horse woman and human being. Your
future gelding might be a bun in the oven this year
you never know!

Many thanks to Barabra Hill of Hot Creek Morgans
and Mary HazelWood of RichWood Morgans for
helping me in many ways  in getting everything
accomplished  this year as well as your help going
forward for future hopes and dreams. Barbara will
have many many foals for consideration next year
and has some beautiful Richwood x Triple S geldings
for sale, inquires 541 892-1487.

Congratulations to Debra Welch of Friendship
Morgans on her beautiful foals born this year. Whew
she has some stunners. Keep on keeping on Debra!

To All, Congratulations on all your accomplishments
this year.  I encourage everyone to preserver in
whatever they hope to with the Morgan Horses they
have. Promotion is more than just putting foals on
the ground. Its training and riding, showing, 4-H
projects, sharing pictures of all kinds, educational
opportunities, fairs, expos, as well as just exposing
the general public in any way to what a Morgan
Horse is all about. There is a million ways to make a
positive impact and I applaud all those that make the
effort.

Well that is all for my Farm News. I wish everyone a
safe and quiet winter. Best and Most Warm Regards
to all,

Wendy LeGate

Helga Loncosky, Beacon Morgans, Melas Farms

This has been a tough year here. We lost my father in
February and I thought was the loss of a lifetime.

Unfortunately, there was more loss to come. I’m
down three mares going into this winter. I lost my
beautiful foundation mare Sun Hills Trinket to a
lightening strike. This is the second horse in my
lifetime I have lost this way, even with shelter.  A
month later, I lost my first prefixed foal, Beacon
Illumination (a Chief of State daughter) to a heart
valve issue at 18. And not long after, I lost my
foundation mare Skippin Dale Morgan. Morgan was
due to old age, and a natural death. But it seemed like
they all came at once and the devastation felt here
was deep.

This has caused me to take a deep breath and sit here
to consider the future of my program and next steps.
I’m not sure what 2019 will bring. I’m not sure I’m
ready to find out.  Being a breeder, or even a
livestock owner over all, is never easy. If we really
love our animals besides their outward purposes,
every loss of personality, vibrancy and life hurts.

On the up side, Baby Mazy (Beacon Amayzing
Grace) is growing and is a joy as much as she is a
troublemaker. She’s a big bright spot in my days
while working with her, so smart and wanting to DO.

Photographing her is another story, LOL. Tips on
how to photograph black or dark horses would be
helpful. It’ll get easier as she grays out, thankfully!
At this point, she reminds me very much of her sire,
my Max, S.C. Island Silverado. I’m OK with that,
he’s a wonderful kind stallion that never quits! Here
is just a quick shot, lousy I know, of Mazy. We’ll
shoot for better ones next summer!
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FALL FOAL PICTORIAL

Above-Blitzen Red Viper (TC Maverick X A-Z La
Feme Nakita) Chestnut Colt Owned by Blitzen Estate
99.8% Foundation (Available for Sale)

Top right–Blitzen Miramar Bay (TC Maverick X
Baymounts Savannah) Bay Filly Owned by Blitzen
Estate 100% Foundation (Retained)

Below- Blitzen Desert Storm (TC Maverick X
Coachman’s Tsunami) Chestnut Filly Owned By
Blitzen Estate 99.35% Foundation Available for Sale

White Pine Tirian (Easthill Legacy x Foxtail's
Misstinda)  100% foundation 2018 colt
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FALL FOAL PICTORIAL

Vintage Margarita (raf)
Sumrsnow Majestic X  Vintage Ruby Spar

100% Foundation    Born June 7, 2018

Right–OGO TRIPLE S FIRE CAT, 100% F
Triple S Fire Belle x Triple S Black Cat
Below–OGO RichWood Morgan,100% F
Kennebec Precious x HotCreek American Flyer

Maple Spring Alibi
(Maple Spring Jesse x Maple Spring Mistique).
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FALL FOAL PICTORIAL
Times Past Alabaster Rose HPF
(Amberfields Steel Magnum x
Talbot by Adventures Future)

Below-Maple Spring Vienna
Maple Spring Jesse x Quietude Mtn. Laurel

Left–Maple Spring Casino Royale
Maple Spring Jesse x Maple Spring Savannah

Silver Cross Highland Lass
Do-More Jazz  X Juzanella
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       LONGSTREET CRESSIDA  By INA ISH

Longstreet Cressida was the first Morgan I bred,
even though her papers said she was bred by
McCulloch Farm.  I bought her from-Whippoorwill
Juliet- and as a bonus for her purchase Mary Jean
Vasiloff gave me a breeding service to which-ever
of her stallions I wanted to use.  I chose Serenity
Marchtime and Longstreet Cressida was the result.
Cress was foaled at Whippoorwill Morgans, and
came down  to N.C. with her dam at two months of
age.  She was my very first foal.

 From the day I first saw her I knew she was a
special gal.  We bonded immediately.  Working
with Cress for that first two years was a true
learning experience for though she was kind as the
day is long, she was also loaded with energy and a
zest for living.  At two she went out for harness
training- the first time she was officially 'hooked'
was in the early evening and while being hooked a
thunderstorm came up- yet she stood like a rock for
the harnessing despite the booming of thunder
getting closer and closer.. I knew right then and
there she was a fantastic individual.  She came
home to the farm and for the next few years I drove
her all over in this funky little cart I had bought-a
wooden cart with VW wheels and real automobile
brakes.. She and I taught several Univ. of North
Carolina students to drive.. She loved harness work
and that is really not very surprising considering
her sister Brandy went to England with Kennebec
Count and King for the Driving Competition they
did so well in.. Brandy was the Marathon horse
along with Count.  Cressida had that same
incredible energy and bravery.

 I do remember one incident at home that is still
talked about at the dinner table.. We had to retrofit
the horse stalls with drainage pipe. We did the bulk
of this using our backhoe and while the other's went
to farthest away corner of their stalls when the
backhoe bucket would descend- not Cress!  Oh, no,
she stood with her head out the top stall door, her
nose inches from the descending bucket- a true
sidewalk supervisor !

 In time when she was almost five I sent her out for
saddle work..

 Knowing she could jump like a deer, and was a
beautiful, elegant moving mare Combined Training
seemed to be a natural for her..  She took to saddle
work beautifully, loved the jumping and hated the
dressage! Eventually she did accept dressage and had
a short show career down here in NC in Combined
Training.  She was shown once only at a Morgan
show- as a two year old in hand mare.. She was the
only chestnut in the ring, and it was very obvious the
judge would rather she was not there, but due to her
innate pride in herself and her beauty as a silver
dapple Chestnut with light mane and tail, and her
stunning performance she was pinned Second at the
Regional Championship show Southern States.   By
the way, she was barefoot behind for that class and
still was breaking level down the line.

I did not breed Cress until she was  seven.  She was
not really physically mature till then, she finally
stopped growing at 15.3  and 3/4 hands, and when fit
weighed 1300 pounds.  The following year she
produced her only foal- Longstreet Melody- who is
still with me. Cressida died very unexpectedly last
year on June 29th.  I am so grateful for the twenty
years we had together- she was a horse in a million.

Cont. Page 33
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     Marjorie once said to me "The one thing that I
have done better than anything else, is encourage
others to do something they have never done before"
Marjorie lived her life following that philosophy. As
a teenager she worked alongside professional
cowboys gathering horses and donkeys in the Nevada
desert where she also became quite the hand with a
lariat.. She was also an accomplished artist working
with oils, pastels and bronze sculptures. After
becoming involved with Morgan horses she
researched pedigrees and became an expert on all
Morgan bloodlines, although her main interest was
with western working  lines.

        As a staunch supporter and advocate for the
Morgan Horse her lifetime was filled with
encouraging others and doing many things not done
before. Her achievements included breeding and
showing Morgans, writing for a newspaper and
periodicals, developing horse clubs, working with
youth groups and serving on the board of the AMHA.

        Marjorie and her husband, Richard, obtained
their first registered Morgan mare in 1959.. The love
affair with the breed was instantaneous and led to
their becoming involved in breeding and raising
quality Morgans. Their subsequent search for a
stallion led them to W.T. Carter in Fresno, California.
He had a young stallion Farceur Morgan, whom they
bought, developed into a show champion and stood at
stud, where he sired 73 foals. Over the years,
Marjorie raised foals carrying the prefix's Brave's,
Richwood and Farceur's and some with no prefix at
all. Many of these foals went on to become champion
show horses in diverse divisions, including Stock
Horse, trail, reining, Saddle seat, Hunt Seat,Dressage,
Western and English pleasure. No minor
accomplishment!

Our breed and organization lost several leading ladies of change in the Morgan world and for the
Foundation/Traditional Morgan overall. These ladies fought for the Morgan with all their hearts,
and their legacy lives on through their families, their horses, and ultimately, us. Please take time to
reflect upon these wonderful ladies, icons, mentors, and friends of the Morgan world to many of us.

MARJORIE HAZELWOOD   4/27/32 - 9/25/18

In addition she worked tirelessly to bring this great
breed to the attention and appreciation of the general
public. To this end, she wrote a Morgan News
column for the Ramona Sentinel and started the
periodical The Sentinel Horseman. Both publications
featured Morgan horses and promoted the breed as
had not been done before. Our own breed
periodical,The Morgan Horse, engaged Marjorie, in
the 1960's, as a contributing author.

       Marjorie and Richard were part of the driving
force that created two of our major horse clubs still in
existence today, the Morgan Horse Breeders and
Exhibitors and the San Diego Morgan Horse Club.
The two of them were also successful in convincing
the San Diego County Fair, Del Mar, the largest horse
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show in the USA at that time, to include Morgan
Horse classes.

       Ever aware that our youth are the future of the
breed, Marjorie was actively involved with young
horse lovers throughout her lifetime. She worked
with 4-H club horse groups and in later years held
youth horse camps in Placerville, CA. Through her
love of children, knowledge, diligence and
dedication, many young people were introduced to
the unique and wonderful qualities of the Morgan
Horse.

During the 57 years that Marjorie and I were friends,
She was constantly working to educate the pubic,
teach the young and promote the Morgan Horse. She
devoted her time and energy to being an advocate for
this amazing breed from 4-H leader to Region 7
Director.

She was a friend to laugh with, cry with, and count on
to give emotional or tangible support when needed.
She freely gave of her knowledge and experience to
all who requested it. As my husband, Don, once put
it, "If I ever want to know anything pertaining to
horses I'll simply ask Marge."

 Her generosity of spirit, love and devotion to family,
friends and Morgan horses will be sorely missed by
all who knew and loved her.

 The more than 300 horses raised by Marjorie and her
family have helped a herd full of Morgan’s own their
own person!

By Julia Allen Rose - Regency Morgan’s

MARY JEAN VASILOFF

To say that Mary Jean was a force of nature might be
an understatement. She was 86 years young when
she passed away in 2017. But her legacy of her
horses, her books, her guidance in helping
Cornerstone form, build and grow, and  her advice
and mentoring will live on with many of us forever.
I’m thankful to have known Mary Jean, and met her,
broke bread with her, listened to her storytelling and
memories. The first Cornerstone gathering was at her
infamous McCulloch Farm and was an occasion
those of us fortunate to go to will never forget. Mary
Jean produced a legacy of over 500 Morgans from
her program of Whippoorwill  Morgans. She worked
with tons of young people and was involved in
sharing Morgans with them. She wrote her first book,
“Alone With Your Horse” in 1978, and went on to
write a series of others plus numerous articles. She
was named American Morgan Horse Association
Woman of the Year in 1996 and was director of the
AMHA from 2004-2007. In 2010, she was inducted
into the AMHA Breeders Hall of Fame. You are
missed on so many levels.

~Helga Loncosky

Mary Jean was an incredible lady. She was so giving
of her time and knowledge to help me learn about this
great breed of horses. I only wish I had more time
with her. I asked her a number of dumb questions
when I was starting out and sometimes I winced a
little at her replies, but her patience with me never
lessoned. I truly consider her one of my mentors.
(Cont. Next page)
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However, even if I had never bred a horse, I would
still treasure getting to know the neat lady she was.

Years ago when I was first interested in Morgans, I
bought a book from Margaret Gardiner “Losing Less
Money Raising Horses” and I contacted her to let her
know how much I enjoyed it. She suggested I join an
email group called MorganHistory ran by Joanne
Curtis. I learned so much there. One suggestion was
to find a breeding program that was excellent and
carry on with it, rather than trying to reinvent the
wheel and start from scratch. That was great advice!
Another day there was a discussion about which
human personality types worked best with certain
family lines. Immediately, I knew the Jubilee King
line was for me. So I started researching programs
that used Jubilee King and Whippoorwill immediately
came to the forefront. Mary Jean had been breeding
for quite a while and her horses were outstanding
examples of Foundation Morgans although that term
wasn’t used yet. Only one thing kept me from starting
out with her stock and that was her prices. She knew
what she had and priced them accordingly. They were
worth every penny of what she asked, but my husband
is a teacher and I stayed home with our children. It
sometimes requires creativity to accomplish our goals.

So, I started out by buying second generation
Whippoorwill horses. My stallion’s dam was a
Whippoorwill. I acquired another mare that had two
Whippoorwill parents from Ellen at Frisco Creek
Morgans. I also found a Canadian Morgan which had
Whippoorwill descendants. One day, I saw a beautiful
filly on the Whippoorwill site that I knew would cross
wonderfully with our stallion Easthill Legacy. Mary

Jean wasn’t ready to sell then, but four years later she
broke her back helping a cast horse and had a herd
disposal. I finally had my first Whippoorwill and it
was that outstanding filly!

Mary Jean offered to help me evaluate my herd, and I
sent her my pedigrees. She was stunned. She called
me and said I made her day. There was a herd of
Whippoorwills being bred that she didn’t know
existed!

Mary Jean helped and encouraged me and was truly a
mentor. I have kept most of her correspondence and
printed it out as well since one never knows when a
computer is going to fail. I will do my best to apply
her knowledge and breed the best Morgans I can. I
hope someday that my daughter will take over our
small breeding program. My daughter is a very good
horseman and I am hoping that someday those binders
will be very useful to her and Mary Jean’s words of
wisdom will continue to flow to another generation.

~ Judy Atchison

For Sale
2014 palomino soon-to-be gelding, Dawn Winds Captain America. Captain is 14.2 hands
and strongly built. He is calm, steady and good-natured. He grew up on pasture and with a
community of mares to discipline him. He is pleasant to be around. Very nimble and sure-

footed also! He is ready for saddle training and should be easy. Asking $4000.
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Ina, along with Joane Curtis, my mother and Lynne
Shpak, shaped my Morgan world. Ina gave so
much of herself. She researched pedigrees for many
people, including me and other breeders. She was a
friend to talk things and ideas out with. She was a
great advisor of natural healing therapies and was a
Shaman. I was so fortunate to have met and stayed
with her and walk her medicine wheel.

Cornerstone is largely here thanks to her and our
other founding members from back in the day of
the Foundation Morgan list. She was instrumental
from the very first moment. She was also
responsible for getting Cornerstone the affiliation
with the Livestock Conservancy, which has been
invaluable. She also helped CS garner the
Traditional listing with them and get the
foundation/traditional morgan recognized as
Critical and her information about the Morgan is
what is on their Morgan info page. One of the
greatest treasures she’s left us with is her book “My
Morgan Horse Articles, A Compendium”.

~ Helga Loncosky    Photo-MaryAnn Schaffer

INA ISH
Ina Ish was my first mentor and I feel that I only
scratched the surface of her knowledge. She was
always willing to help. Ina also saved me from
buying the wrong horses when I would get
beginner’s excitement about a horse that just
wasn’t a good fit for my program. I’d look at the
pedigree and the horse and think it was pretty good
and she would look at it and see something entirely
different. Every beginner has to start somewhere,
but Ina never made me feel discouraged. She
would just point out what she saw in the pictures
and pedigree and help me learn. Truly, Ina was
instrumental in building my program. I know it
wouldn’t have the quality that it does today
without her. I remember asking her about whether
to purchase Easthill Legacy and after evaluating
him she said “Go for it!” She was always a fan of
Legacy. I was nervous about purchasing a stallion
and needed that bit of encouragement. He has been
as easy to handle as she predicted.

Ina studied the Morgan horse so much that she
knew the different lines intimately. She knew their
strengths and faults and how they would behave. I
was always in awe of her knowledge. I am so glad
she published a book with her articles in them so
we could learn from it. It would just amaze me that
she could tell what a horse’s personality was like
when she had never met it. She was a scholar of
the Morgan horse and the best part was that she
was willing to share her knowledge with us.

Her own horses were absolutely beautiful
Morgans, but I believe her real legacy is all the
little breeders she helped. I wasn’t the only one she
influenced. There were quite a few of us through
the years that asked her for help, and she was
always willing to assist and give her advice. I
printed out a lot of her correspondence so that it
will be available in the future even when the
computer crashes. She was a wonderful lady and I
miss her greatly.

~ Judy Atchison



Anyone who has been in horses long enough is
acquainted with the term ‘caveat emptor’ or buyer
beware, but those selling a horse should become just
as familiar with ‘caveat venditor’ or seller beware.
Especially for those with Morgan foundation lines
each sale can greatly impact the continued existence
of a bloodline and eventually the survival of the
Traditional Morgan Horse.

As breeders age, encounter unexpected illness or can
no longer afford to maintain a breeding  herd they
find themselves in the position where it becomes
necessary to sell or rehome their horses. While no one
likes to think about their own mortality or the end of a
cherished dream.  We all owe it to our animals to
provide them with the best possible future.  Once
your horse is sold you hand over all control and loose
any input on decisions made on the horse’s behalf to
the new owner, so it is in your horse’s best interest to
make sure the new home is a good fit.

There are several things that can help to safeguard
your horse if it becomes necessary to sell or rehome
them:

Training:  Perhaps the most basic, but definitely the
most crucial, is training. The well-known Australian
horse trainer Tom Roberts said it best:

If you are fond of a horse and wish to do him a favor
train him well. Teach him good manners, good habits,
both in the stable and under saddle.  You need never
worry about the future of such a horse if for any
reason you may have to part with him.  You assure
him of friends wherever he goes.  Perhaps the greatest
kindness you can do any horse is to educate him well.

Unfortunately there are an excessive number of older
mares and stallions without training, while the
reasons may be varied, the bottom line is that these
are the hardest to place, should they need to find a
new home. Regardless of where in the country a
person may be located, sending a horse out for
training is an expensive proposition and it would
seem fewer people have the time and skill to devote
to training.  While many foundation breeders are
saving lines which are near to extinction, it may be
necessary for a breeder to forgo a cross to maintain

the resources to ensure youngsters on the ground
receive the training they need and deserve to help
secure a successful future. It will be difficult for that
untrained high teens or twenty something broodmare
to find a job when she is no longer producing,
unfortunately not everyone will be willing to pay for
the care and feeding of a pasture ornament let alone
invest in training for a horse at such an advanced
age.

Depending on the situation, in terms of training, a
breeder can always try and get creative where they
can.  Even in this technology focused age, bartering
can go a long way. You may find a trustworthy
trainer who would make good use of a young colt
who is not stud quality in exchange for putting in
time for training some of your other young stock.
Also there is the option to connect with
organizations like 4-H and Pony Club to find an up
and coming trainer who will not charge what an
established trainer might.  At the least, horses well-
handled and mannered on the ground stand a much
better chance down the road.  There have been
several Morgan herd rescues over the last few years
containing dozens of basically feral horses and had
rescue organization not stepped in those horses
would have been lost.

Transfer of Registration Papers:  Another very
important thing to do not only for your horse but the
breed as well is to transfer your horse’s registration
papers yourself and do not rely on the new owner to
do so. This is one of the biggest things you can do to
help keep them safe. There are too many horses and
lines lost because the papers are never transferred
and the trail is cold. I looked for my first mare’s
daughter for 4 years and when I finally found her on
a horse for sale site and purchased her. She had had
3 different owners without ever having had her
papers transferred. It is also a lot easier for a horse
flipper to flip a horse when they have a signed
transfer with the name of the new owner left blank.
Most horses are flipped within the first 30 days of
purchase and many flippers will be marketing your
horse to potential buyers before it even legally
belongs to them in order to make a bigger profit.
         Cont. On page 33
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SELLER BEWARE!
By Christina Friedkin Piecuch



Most legitimate buyers are more than happy to have
you pay for and file the paperwork for them. You
can always build transfer costs in the purchase price.
When filing your horses transfer of ownership be
sure to sign up for the AMHA’s Full Circle Program
so that your horse can find its way back to you if the
need arises.

Put it in writing: Once a horse has been sold
previous owners surrender all control but if issues
arise, there will be no feigning ignorance when a
person has signed a document spelling out the
seller’s wishes. The most common things to include
in a purchase agreement are no auction/no slaughter
and first right of refusal if the horse is offered for
sale, but whatever you consider important should be
included. Especially if you are willing to take your
horse back if it becomes necessary or upon the
horses retirement. When selling young untrained
stock you could include a clause about training and
may help to reduce the likely hood of your horse
ending up an untrained teenager. At the time of
purchase the buyer may be committed to the
Traditional Morgan but in time may change the
direction of their breeding program from a
foundation focus to breeding for the next hottest
trend -color, height or some other fad and could even
decide to raise Morgan mules with your best
foundation mare, which may not be what you had
intended for your breeding stock. Keep in mind not
everyone will honor a sales agreement  but should
you need to pursue legal action a signed contract is a
valuable asset.

Do your homework and build your network: The
Morgan breed is a small one and it is very likely
there are less than six degrees of separation from
your potential buyer(s) and someone you know well
and can trust.  Ask around especially if the potential
buyer does not breed your lines and suddenly has in
interest in adding them into their herd. If the horse is
young and untrained and the buyer plans to send the
horse to a trainer, get in touch with the trainer and
find out what they have to say about the buyer. Talk
to as many people as possible who have sold horses
to the potential buyer but remember if they are a
flipper their name will unlikely appear on the
registry as a prior owner. If you are on Facebook
announce the impending sale on your page and see

what kind of feedback you get, especially via private
message.

Work to build your network and make contacts
among fellow breeders, particularly with younger
breeders, who love your lines like you do and have a
similar ethic.  If one of your horses ends up in a bad
situation and you are no longer able to rescue it due
to age, health or whatever the reason a younger
breeder may be a saving grace for your horse in a
time of need. Even if they are unable to home a
horse they may be willing to network and help them
find a home.

Follow up frequently- Follow up is key to keeping
your horse safe. It can be an email, phone call or as
simple as a Facebook message or text, regardless of
the method, the goal is the same--to know your horse
is still loved and appreciated and able to fulfill their
purpose. I still follow up with the owners of my first
mare’s remaining daughter twice a year just to check
in and see how she and her offspring are doing.

Generally speaking, if the fit isn’t right somewhere
in the first 18 months the horse may be up for sale
and at risk for disappearing/ being lost from the
breed. Make sure to check Craigslist in the area
where the horse resides.  If the purchaser turns out to
be a flipper you may find your horse listed for sale.
You can also set up alerts for Dreamhorse.com and
other horse for sale sites to notify you if your horse
is posted for sale.  Not everyone will honor a first
right of refusal clause or even think to contact an old
owner when the time comes to sell. There are no real
negatives to keeping track of your horses, it is
always nice to hear how well a horse you have breed
is doing and appreciated by their new owner, unless
of course it makes you regret the sale.

If you are an older breeder and worry what might
happen when you are gone, find someone you can
trust and ask them to keep a watch out for horses you
have bred and sold when you yourself are no longer
able to make sure they do not slip through the
cracks.

Trust your Gut: In the end even if you have done
your due diligence, a new buyer ticks all the boxes
and you are lead to believe you are selling to a good
home, trust your gut.  If something sounds too good
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SELLER BEWARE  Cont.



Before breeding, people should be doing hypothetical
crosses to see what is being accumulated back in the
pedigrees that will result in the breedings they are
about to do. If there is a whole bunch of a certain sire
known for weedy legs back there in line after line, and
especially in the sire line, then don't make the cross. If
you do, you will be breeding animals that don't have a
whole lot of Morgan behind them and will probably
have weedy legs and other  faults carried through from
that specific sire. Just because something is registered,
it does not mean that it has much real Morgan behind
it.

The biggest downfall of the breed in modern times has
been the continuous breeding of good mares with a
higher amount of real Morgan blood to stallions that
don't have much of it. That is called downbreeding of
the mares. The blood of the mares is thrown away in
"upgrading" mediocre stallions. It has always been one
of the prime practices of good horse breeding to
upgrade mares to the best stallions, not the opposite, or
at least breed good mares to stallions of equal quality
and good real Morgan blood. The opposite has been
going on in the Morgan breed. It is not all the fault of
the modern show breeders. So called foundation
breeders have also been linebreeding to bad ancestors.
This was accelerated by the big black stallion fad, that
resulted in very mediocre, coarse descendants of a well
known stallion being used at stud. That is being done
once again due to people thinking all "foundation" is
good. Then there was the rare color fad that is still
going on. The internet accelerated these trends, as
owners of mediocre stallions could put up flashy
websites and promote their stallions and offspring to
naïve potential buyers long distance, sight unseen.

Now I see fraudulent claims of "old ranching lines" in
ads for horses loaded with eastern show stuff and
saddlebred. I think that the swarm of people at
Facebook will accelerate this even more. Once people
are duped into buying that stuff, they can't see, or
admit, what their mistakes are and they continue down
the wrong path. If there is a surge of bad breedings
done this spring, then there will be a surge of more
unwanted Morgans in a few years. I have been told by
various people around the country that there are still a
lot of Morgans that are being offered cheap or free.

Some of these are of poor quality that never should
have been bred, but others are good Morgans that the
bad stuff has dragged down by all the bad ones on
the market that have hurt the breed's reputation.

I want to caution about using breeding formulas such
as Tesio for planning a Morgan breeding program.
Those formulas and others like them, were designed
for breeding Thoroughbreds and crossbred European
sport horses where the horses in the pedigree are
evaluated only on performance criteria that can be
measured. In Thoroughbreds evaluated on speed and
races won. In warmbloods and similar crosses
evaluated on 3 day eventing and the like. There are
numbers that can give the horses a score or weight in
a pedigree. The same way bulls are evaluated for a.i.
by the generations of high producing cows  behind
them and their daughters' production.  That can't be
done with Morgans. It used to be that in the 1800s
when Morgans were raced, they were racing in
multiple heats in an afternoon, up to 7 one mile races,
or even longer distance races, so there was a way to
evaluate stallions and their get. That is why running
races were used to evaluate the early ancestors of
Thoroughbreds in England in the 1700s, when they
were raced up into old age in grueling cross country
races carrying heavy weights.  Racing was used by
the kings as a way to encourage the selection and
breeding of sturdy all purpose light horses that would
be available in case of  a war and the cavalry was
needed immediately. As time went on the races were
more for sport only, and shortened to one heat over
shorter distances and for carrying light weights.

We have no such way of evaluating Morgans today
with any consistency. It is generally the horses with
the richest  owners that have the opportunity to be
promoted and marketed and put into opportunities
where they can win at something. Most Morgan
shows have been unfair and bad news for decades,
going way back to the 1940s. Morgans that do win at
open sport horse events are a scattering of Morgan
lines that so happen to have ended up with owners
with enough money, time and interest to compete
with them in sport horse events. That is one way we
have of evaluating them, but since so few horses of a
similar bloodline or breeding program have the
         Cont. Next page
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FRANK BREEDING ADVICE
BY Joanne Curtis
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Longstreet Cressida Cont.

Beautiful, proud, kind and generous to the very
end.  She was the sort of mare I could get on and
ride after incredibly long lay-offs. Alone, here on
the farm- she always took care of me, and though I
was very unfit to ride, she always did whatever I
asked o her - sometimes it seemed to be by my
thoughts alone.

Cressida was a true example of the beauty and
strength/correctness  and kindness of the old
Jubilee King/Brunk lines crossed with the
oldGovernment blood.  Her dam- Whippoorwill

Seller Beware Cont.

to be true it usually is. Don’t overlook the small
signs. Are they asking you to sign a transfer of
ownership and leave the new owner portion blank?
Is the person unwilling to spend the money to get the
proper paperwork like a brand inspection or other
necessary documentation for travel?  It may be a
sign they will be cutting corners to save money
down the line and your horses best interest may not
be served.  Or you may be dealing with a flipper.

Flippers want to invest as little money in the horse as
possible and resell them as quickly as they can so
more money goes into their pockets when they flip
the horse. Be particularly careful if you find yourself
in a dispersal situation.  It is an ideal environment
for a flipper to operate.  Pay attention for certain tip
offs: Flippers tend to work together.  The one that
makes the initial contact tends to be the open
friendly chatty one—he or she may even be on your
FB friends list. While the quiet one is usually the one
making the deals with the new buyers so that the
more visible one can try to distance themselves
if/when the flipper is exposed and are less likely to
become known as a “flipper”. So that they can
continue to operate freely within the breed.

If the critically endangered Traditional Morgan is to
survive breeders must be willing to share their
foundation lines, but their responsibility does not
end once the horse joins a new herd. It should
continue for the life of the horse, even if the horse
outlives their breeder.  Breeders can and should
work to establish a network of trusted individuals to
serve as a safety net should the need arise down the
line.

Frank Breeder Advice cont.

opportunity to compete and gain a record of
performance,  one can't evaluate a current breeding
program by a few horses that are out competing.

Also,  a winning record does not take into
consideration unique Morgan characteristics, i.e.
breed type if we are going to maintain a breed that
looks like the breed.  Also, we should be also
evaluating  a Morgan on adherence to good all
around sound conformation. I have always said we
should  breed Morgans that any good knowledgeable
horseman could look at and exclaim "My god, that is
a good horse!" We have to have respect from good
horsemen outside of the breed as well.

Currently we have the horses in front of us and their
offspring to evaluate the breeding potential of a
Morgan. We also have their pedigrees and
descriptions of the horses in the pedigree from old
articles and photos. We have people still around that
may have seen the horses back there in the pedigrees,
but only take their word for the quality of the
ancestors if the persons making the comments really
know what they are talking about. There is too much
bad advice on Morgan internet discussions by people
that don't know anything. There are flattering well
posed photos of overweight  bad ancestral Morgans
and bad photos of good ancestral Morgans in bad
condition. The best way to evaluate a bloodline is to
see as many of the the living representatives of
various Morgan lines and figure out which ancestors
back there in the pedigree are giving the good
Morgan traits you are looking for. Then concentrate
those ancestors in your breeding program.

Joanne Curtis

Juliet was a granddaughter of The Brown Falcon
as well as being a daughter of Whippoorwill Duke
and therefore a great granddaughter  of Mansfield
and Juzan.  Cressida's sire was by Vigilmarch out
Triwana who was out of Illawana Bess- a mare of
solid bloodlines and size.  Vigilmarch added the
fire, Bess the size, Duke the kindness, and from
Mansfield and The Brown Falcon more of the
incredible athletic ability. She is still very much
missed.

Ina M. Ish
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The next issue will feature our Foundation and H PF STALLIONS!

CLASSIFIEDS– Free!! Send in a description of what you are selling. Will also post to website

FARM NEWS– Free!! Tell us what you have been up to or planning. Include a picture!

ARTICLES– The Newsletter relies on membership for all our content so please consider
contributing.

ADVERTISING– Send in your stallion ads for the coming 2018 breeding season! Ad layout
services are available for those in need. Half page ads are $35, Full Page ads are $60, and the
front inside cover/ back cover are $75.

Send inquiries and information to advertising@cornerstonemorganhorse.com

To determine what percentage of your horse's
lineage is Foundation, you must subtract out the
outcrosses, which will primarily be Saddlebred. On
the Allbreed site, the horse's breed is listed under its
name. The most common saddlebred ancestor for
today's Morgans is Upwey King Peavine. He was
registered as a Morgan, but his parents were both
registered Saddlebreds, and so we count him as a
Saddlebred outcross. He is behind some very widely
used horses, including Upwey Ben Don and
Waseeka's Nocturne, so if you are familiar with
Morgan bloodlines, you will know which lines in
your horse's pedigree to look most closely at. Other
names to watch for are Hudson, Admiral Denmark,
Polly Forrest, Forest Whirlwind, Barrymore
McDonald, Rex McDonald, and Rex Peavine.
Remember, the first registered non-Morgan you
encounter is the "Marker" for where the outcrossing
began. So to discover the outcrosses, you follow
each line of your horse's pedigree back until you find
either a Saddlebred or a Morgan born before 1930.
If you find a non-Morgan ancestor, note in which
generation the outcross occurs. Do this for each line
of your horse's pedigree.

When you have your totals, use the following chart
to figure out what percentages to subtract. They are
rounded to the nearest tenth, for the sake of
making them easier to use. Generation 1 would be
the sire/ dam of the horse being calculated.

Applications can be found at www.cornerstonemorganhorse.com or by mailing request to
1836 M illstream Dr. Frederick M D 21702

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
50 25 12.5 6.3 3.1 1.6 0.8 0.4 0.2 0.1

Generation

Multiplier

BECOME A MEMBER TODAY FOR JUST $25.

COM ING UP NEXT - STALLION  ISSUE! DEADLINE JANUARY 30!

DETERMINING FOUNDATION PERCENTAGE






